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ABSTRACT: Atomic registry has a strong impact on the
electronic structure and properties of graphene due to its
localized strain and localized charge distribution. However,
direct experimental evidence of a correlation between its
physical structure and chemical reactivity is still lacking. Here,
we report that the electron transfer chemistry is signiﬁcantly
modiﬁed in twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) by investigating
the results of chemical functionalization with diazonium salts.
The relative reaction rate for grafting diazonium salts on tBLG
is much faster than that on AB-stacking graphene. Gerischer−
Marcus electron transfer theory analysis, along with electronic structure calculations, indicates that the diﬀerent reactivities
mainly result from distinct variations in the density-of-states distribution in the gap region. Our results suggest a venue to
separate and sort diﬀerent stacking modes of bilayer graphene for various promising applications in nanoelectronics.

■

INTRODUCTION
Electronics consisting of ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors need to use
semiconductors with a bandgap to operate. Bilayer graphene in
a transverse electric ﬁeld has a tunable bandgap, thus opening
the door for its use in wide applications including
optoelectronics and nanoelectronics.1,2 Twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) is a stack of two graphene monolayers that are
mutually misoriented with a ﬁnite angle (0° < γ < 30°), which is
diﬀerent from an AA-stacked bilayer (γ = 0°) or a Bernal
stacked bilayer (γ = 30°), where the second layer is parallelshifted relative to the ﬁrst layer, exactly the same as that in
graphite. Recent theoretical work has demonstrated that
interlayer coupling between the two graphene layers can
modify their electronic band structures.3−5 Other strategies to
control the electron distribution include electrochemical
approaches such as changing the redox potential; in addition,
doping methods can also cause the electronic structure of
bilayer graphene to change.6−8 Consequently, some bilayers are
expected to be more susceptible than others to chemical
reactions, such as the electron transfer (ET) reaction. However,
direct experimental evidence of a correlation between the
physical structure and chemical reactivity of graphene is still
lacking.
In this work, we investigate stacking-mode-induced reactivity
diﬀerences in electron transfer reactions of tBLG by studying
the reaction rate using a combined approach involving
experiments and ﬁrst-principles calculations. Raman spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results
indicate that tBLG is more susceptible to reactions with
© 2016 American Chemical Society

diazonium salts. Furthermore, Gerischer−Marcus electron
transfer theory analysis indicated that the main contribution
to the reaction rate diﬀerences is distinct variations in the
density-of-states (DOS) distribution in the gap region. Our
results provide an experimental venue that allows the selective
separating and sorting of diﬀerent stacking modes of bilayer
graphene using electron transfer reactions.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Preparation of Large Grain-Size Bilayer Graphene by
Chemical Vapor Deposition. Graphene was synthesized by
copper-catalyzed chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using CH4 as a
carbon precursor with Ar as a carrier gas and H2 as a reducing gas,
which was a previously established method from our laboratory (see
the Supporting Information for more details).9 The CVD synthesized
graphene was then transferred, by an electric chemical method,10 onto
a 300 nm silicon oxide wafer with predeposited alignment markers
deﬁned by electron beam lithography (EBL).
First-Principles Calculations. First-principles calculations were
carried out using VASPcode,11 which is based on Kohn−Sham density
functional theory with generalized gradient approximations. The vdWDF2 functional12 was used to account for dispersion interactions. The
projector augmented wave pseudopotential was used, where the 2s2
2p2 electrons of carbon atoms were treated as valence electrons. The
system size of the graphene bilayer with two stacking modes was 532
atoms. For a larger size, as shown in Figure S5 of the Supporting
Information, the system comprised 4 × 4 of the initial unit cell, thus
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consisting of 8512 atoms. There was a 15 Å thin vacuum region out of
the bilayer structure. The kinetic energy cutoﬀ of the plane waves was
400 eV. The Hellmann−Feynman forces on each atom were relaxed to
be lower than 0.01 eV/Å. Gamma-centered 1 × 1 × 1 and 6 × 6 × 1 kmesh were used for geometry optimization and band structure
calculations, respectively. Operations on these systems took about 48 h
using 1024 nodes on the Blue Gene/Q super computer.
Functionalization by Electron Transfer Reaction. Diazonium
salts, 4-nitrobenzene diazoniumtetraﬂuoroborate (4-NBD, >98.0%,
Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. LTD), were used to functionalize
graphene structures. More speciﬁcally, the graphene/silicon wafer was
placed at 40 °C in a solution containing 30−34 mM aqueous 4-NBD
and 1 wt % sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, >98.5%, Sigma-Aldrich),
with designated reaction times. The solution was constantly stirred to
ensure reaction uniformity, and the reactions were kept in a dark
environment to avoid photolysis of 4-NBD. After a certain reaction
time, the wafer was rinsed with copious amounts of deionized (DI)
water and immersed for an additional 1 h in DI water to ensure the
removal of unreacted diazonium reagents on the graphene surface.
Finally, the graphene/silicon sample was ﬂushed with ethanol and
blown dry with nitrogen.
Characterization. The Raman spectrum was studied by a microRaman system (Renishaw RM300) with dual laser sources at room
temperature. The excitation source used in this study was an Ar laser
with an excitation wavelength of 633 nm with a power of 17 mW, a
numerical aperture of 5×, and a 100× objective lens (DFC 290 Leica
Camera Company) with a standard grating (holographic 1800 mm−1).
Mapping conditions were as follows: 50× objectives lens with a 1.5 μm
step in both the x and y axes. The crystal structure of graphene was
characterized by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM, JEM-2100).

Figure 1. Mechanism of 4-NBD grafting on bilayer graphene with two
stacking modes. (a) Schematic of the diazonium modiﬁcation reaction
of tBLG and AB-stacking bilayer graphene, resulting in the production
of an sp3 defect on the top layer. (b) DFT calculation of the DOS of
AB-stacking and 25.2° tBLG graphene and the unoccupied DOS of 4NBD diazonium salt. The energy states between EFermi (ﬁxed at zero)
and Eredox show the overlap in the energy states of graphene and the
diazonium salt (4-NBD).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Diazonium salts, in particular aryl diazonium salts such as 4NBD, have been widely used in reactions with graphene
structures to achieve covalent functionalization on the surface.8,13,14 Figure 1a illustrates the most common mechanism of
this reaction, where an electron from graphene’s surface is
transferred to the aryl diazonium cation, which will form an aryl
radical after freeing a N2 molecule. This highly reactive radical
will create a sp3 defect on the graphene surface and form a new
covalent bond between the defect and aryl diazonium.15 Due to
the high reactivity of the aryl radical, the activation energy for
this reaction is comparatively low; thus, this reaction is
normally dominated by kinetics rather than thermodynamics.16,17 According to a previous investigation,18 the ratelimiting step in the reaction is the electron transfer step to form
an aryl radical by the reduction of the diazonium salt.
Furthermore, the reaction rate should be proportionally
dependent on the driving force of the electron transfer,
which is correlated with the overlap between the electronic
DOS of graphene and the unoccupied energy states of the
diazonium reactants in solution according to Gerischer−
Marcus theory,17 similar to experimental observations of the
reaction of diazonium salts with single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs).6,19,20
According to Gerischer−Marcus theory,17 the electron
transfer reaction rate (KET) of 4-NBD with graphene can be
calculated by the following equation
KET = νn

∫E

E F,G
redox

εox (E) DOSG(E) Wox(λ ,E) dE

for redox couples of diazonium salts, and DOSG is the DOS for
AB-stacking or tBLG, which will be calculated and plotted by
DFT. λ is the energy diﬀerence between Eredox and the
maximum probability of ﬁnding a vacant state in diazonium
salts.17 Here, Wox(λ,E) is the distribution of the unoccupied
redox states of the electron acceptor in solution, which
normally follows a Gaussian distribution
Wox(λ ,E) =

2⎞
⎛ (λ − (E − E
1
redox ))
⎟
exp⎜ −
4λKT
4πλKT
⎝
⎠

(2)

Equation 1 predicts the overall driving force for the electron
transfer process, which is proportional to the overlap of the
electronic wave functions between EF,G and Eredox of the
reaction. Figure 1b illustrates the overlap in the energy level
between the DOS of graphene and that of 4-NBD diazonium
salt (left: unoccupied energy states of 4-NBD diazonium salt;
right: DOS plot by DFT calculations of the two stacking modes
of the graphene bilayers; the step between two data points is
0.005 eV). As shown in Figure 1b, Wox(λ,E) is intrinsic to the
diazonium salts and thus has the same value in both scenarios.
According to eq 1, and assuming that εox and νn are
independent of the stacking modes,6 the determinative factor
for the kinetics is the value of DOSG, which varies with the
rotation angle or stacking mode for bilayer graphene. When we
ﬁxed the Fermi level of the two-mode bilayer graphene to zero,
Eredox for 4-NBD diazonium salt has a value of −0.463 eV.21
Here, we choose 0.82 eV for λ, which is diﬀerent from the value
of 0.71 eV for 4-NBD on carbon nanotubes used in previous
work.21 At this stage, we are unable to experimentally align the

(1)

in which term ν is the electron transfer frequency, εox is a
proportionality factor for the redox reaction, EF,G is the Fermi
energy for graphene, Eredox is the standard potential energy level
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Figure 2. Determination of rotation angle by optical microscopy. (a) Optical image of the graphene sheet transferred on a silica wafer. The black
lines with a 120° angle are edges of the upper layer for bilayer graphene. Insets are schematic structures of the two stacking modes of bilayer
graphene. The edges of AB-stacking bilayer graphene and tBLG show a 25.2° rotation. (b) Raman spectra of the pristine form of the three modes of
graphene, corresponding to the three tested areas, A, B, and C, indicated in (a).

eﬀect compared to that of the more fundamental available
DOS.
To provide experimental evidence for the above theories, we
ﬁrst developed a method to identify the diﬀerent stacking
modes by optical microscopy, conﬁrmed by Raman spectroscopy and further corroborated with selected area electron
diﬀraction (SAED). As described in the Experimental Section,
we ﬁrst synthesized a hexagonal single crystal of graphene with
our established method.9,25 A large amount of bilayer graphene
with diﬀerent stacking modes was obtained by suppressing
nucleations in the growth of the ﬁrst layers and increasing the
duration of absorption−diﬀusion during the growth of the
second layers. The reason that we chose CVD is because this is
the only method that allowed us to produce large graphene
ﬂakes for direct visual study and, more importantly, it allowed
us to control the rotation angle, as demonstrated recently.26 In
addition, strain is heavily reduced as compared to that in
micromechanically exfoliated graphene.27 Figure 2a shows an
example of an optical image for a transferred graphene/silica
wafer with predeﬁned alignment markers. We then extracted
the rotation angle of the daughter hexagon by aligning the
edges. Graphene bilayers with daughter hexagon edges that are
parallel to the main hexagon edges are considered to be ABstacking graphene (left inset of Figure 2a). Otherwise, the
rotation angle is obtained from the deviation of the main
hexagon’s edges (right inset of Figure 2a). The twist angle was
further conﬁrmed with Raman spectroscopy. Here, we followed
an established method from a previous report,28 where the I2D/
IG ratio was used to correlate with the rotation angle. According
to the previous study, for large rotation angle regimes (typically
25.2° in our experiment), the double layers similarly display
Raman spectra as single layers. For AB-stacking modes, I2D/IG
should be lower and concurrent with a broadened full width at
half-maximum (fwhm) and a nearly 50% decrease in 2D peak
intensity.28 Figure 2b illustrates three Raman spectra with I2D/
IG values of 3.40, 0.65, and 0.46 (top to bottom). Such results
indicate that ﬂakes A, B, and C in Figure 2a correspond to the
stacking modes for AB-stacking bilayer graphene, tBLG, and
ABA trilayer graphene, respectively. These three graphene
ﬂakes are within the same upper layer, thus excluding strain
eﬀects during the growth and transfer processes.
Additionally, we use SAED and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) to conﬁrm the highly crystallized structure

Fermi level of the diﬀerent graphene structures. While both of
them are ﬁxed at zero, such an assumption is practically
reasonable because the diﬀerence between them should be
minimal.21 However, from the DOSG plot for the two stacking
modes, we ﬁnd that the integral areas among the energy axis in
the overlap region between the two states are diﬀerent. Our
additional calculations of the work functions illustrate that the
Fermi energy has shifted by 0.17 eV in tBLG with respect to
that of AB-stacking bilayer graphene (Figure S7). As a result,
the electron states in the conduction bands have a signiﬁcant
increase for tBLG and the electron transfer reaction rate is
around 1.6 times larger than that for the AB-stacking mode (see
Supporting Information Figure S8 for details). To illustrate this,
as shown in Figure S7, due to the interlayer interaction (which
can be treated as commensurate with the single-layer reciprocal
lattices in AB-stacking modes), the Dirac point will be
decoupled and the Dirac cones from each layer will be
degenerate. This decoupling can lead to the separation of πhybridized electrons on the AB-stacking surface, and the
relation between the energy (electronic momentum) and DOS
of AB-stacking graphene will be changed from ﬁrst order to
second order (E(k) ∝ k to E(k) ∝ k2), which can generate
several horizontal energy states around the Fermi surface. Such
an enhanced DOS on tBLG increases the possibility of
obtaining impurities (p-type doping,22 chemical modiﬁcation,4
etc.) with the covalent bond strength.23,24 For tBLG, chemical
modiﬁcation will cause the available DOS to become much
smaller than that of AB-stacking graphene,3 which gives tBLG a
lower energy electronic structure and the more massless Fermi
surface has a substantially reduced Fermi velocity (VF)
compared with that of single-layer graphene. Conﬁrmed by
our DFT results, these properties provide weaker sp2 C−C
covalent bond strength (the stability of π−π conjugation
eﬀects) for the upper layer of tBLG, which gives it a greater
chance to break the sp2 carbon surface and induce a higher
reaction rate when grafting. Although recent work20 has shown
that the chemical reaction activity of 4-NBD and graphene can
be inﬂuenced by the substrate, in our case, the graphene ﬂakes
we chose for testing are in the vicinity of each other and under
the same upper graphene layer with the same substrate. Thus,
in such an analogous experimental environment, the substrate
eﬀect and electron−hole puddles should have only a limited
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of graphene and observe the rotation angle. For the SAED
patterns of bilayer graphene (Figure 3), they all show two sets

Figure 3. Conﬁguration of stacking modes by transmission electron
microscopy. (a, b) SAED patterns for two stacking modes of graphene,
AB-stacking and tBLG, respectively. Insets at the bottom right of each
panel are the corresponding intensity proﬁles among the yellow lines.
The two sets of overlapping hexagonal diﬀraction spots (blue and red
line hexagons) indicate AB-stacking modes, whereas the rotation angle
of 30° indicates tBLG. Insets at the upper right of each panel are TEM
images for the two stacking modes of graphene.

of hexagonal spots. However, the two sets of diﬀraction dots are
rotated 0° and 25.2° each, respectively, in Figure 3a,b. The
SAED image simulation29 result indicates that this angle indeed
corresponds to the rotation angles of bilayer graphene,30 and
this result exactly matches with the above-mentioned edge
orientation measurement.
To study the kinetics of the electron transfer reaction
between diazonium salts and the two stacking modes, we
studied the evolution of Raman spectra for both 25.2° tBLG
and AB-stacking graphene. Figure 4a illustrates the Raman
spectra for the located twisted (upper panel) and AB-stacking
(lower panel) bilayer graphene after 0, 1, 2.5, 6, and 12 h
reactions. We observed that before and after functionalization
the D-band intensity for both of the two stacking modes is
enhanced, indicating that the reaction is indeed a chemical
reaction instead of a simple physisorption process.7 This is also
supported by XPS results (Figure S3). Figure 4b plots the
intensity ratio of D to G peaks (ID/IG) as a function of reaction
time (more details are given in Table S1 of the Supporting
Information). This ratio is widely used to monitor the sp3
carbon formation,18,31 as the D-peak is related to the formation
of a covalent band,13 whereas the G peak is expected to be less
aﬀected by the chemical reaction, as observed for SWNTs.21 A
higher reaction rate was observed for the electron transfer
reaction with 25.2° rotation angle graphene bilayers, as shown
in Figure 4b. In order to quantitatively observe the ID/IG
changes, a ﬁrst-order consumption model was used to ﬁt the
curves for both stacking modes. Here, the following function
was used to ﬁt the data
⎛I ⎞
⎛I ⎞
⎛I ⎞
ID
= ⎜ D ⎟ + Δ⎜ D ⎟ − Δ⎜ D ⎟ exp(−t / t *)
IG (t ) ⎝ IG ⎠
⎝ IG ⎠max
⎝ IG ⎠max
0

Figure 4. Raman spectra of graphene with two stacking modes before
and after functionalization. (a) Raman spectra of AB-stacking and
tBLG for 0, 1, 2.5, 6, and 12 h of grafting. The G band shows a blue
shift for tBLG. (b) ID/IG ratio evolution for AB-stacking and tBLG. (c,
d) Fitting of the 2D band of the two modes graphene with single
Lorentzian peaks (fwhm = 24 cm−1) before and after 12 h reaction,
respectively.

FET devices described in previous work.32 This result shows a
good correlation between defects on graphene sheets caused by
chemical grafting (represented by D-peaks in Raman spectra)
with electron transfer between diazonium salts and graphene.
More interesting is that for ABA trilayer graphene the Dband intensity is less aﬀected by the diazonium reaction (see
Figure S1b of the Supporting Information for more details),
which indicates that trilayer graphene has an inert nature,
consistent with previous theoretically calculated results.33 At
this stage, we were unable to control the twisting angle for
tBLG produced by CVD; thus, only a twist angle of 25.2° was
thoroughly investigated. A similar reactivity dependence was
also observed for tBLG with twist angles of 7°, 15°, and 30°, as
shown in Figure S11 of the Supporting Information. Although,
due to experimental diﬃculty, we were not able to obtain a
whole library of twist angles for tBLG to pinpoint the angledependent reactivity, recent experimental work examining
photochemical reactivity on bilayer graphene has shown that
angle-dependent reactivity based on the twist angle is rather a
general case.26
Along with the enhancement in the D-band intensity, a
broadening fwhm for the 2D-band also provides evidence of
this chemical reaction. In order to compare the 2D bandwidth
of tBLG and AB-stacking bilayer graphene, we performed single
Lorentzian peak ﬁtting for both stacking modes. Regardless of
the stacking mode, the fwhm of both modes broadens
signiﬁcantly, i.e., from 67.1 ± 0.3 to 91 ± 0.1 cm−1 for ABstacking graphene and from 22.1 ± 0.9 to 26 ± 0.8 cm−1 for
tBLG. However, the 4-NBD-treated graphene shows a distinct
diﬀerence in the subpeaks compared with that of pristine
graphene for the two modes. Speciﬁcally, as shown in Figure

(3)

where, t* is the characteristic time of the reaction when ID/IG
has a value of

()

I
e−1
Δ ID
e
G

max

()

≈ 0.63Δ

ID
IG

. As obtained

max

from Figure 4b, t* is 1.84 h for tBLG and 3.87 h for ABstacking graphene. This indicates that the change in the ID/IG
value for tBLG is much larger than that of AB-stacking
graphene, thus reﬂecting a faster reaction rate for tBLG. This
ﬁtting of the curve is consistent with the evolution of electric
conductivity for the chemical functionalization of graphene
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these two stacking modes. In addition, the reaction rate of the
two stacking modes of graphene can be ﬁtted as an exponential
growth model along with a kinetics-dominated eﬀect. These
results provide a positive way to control the electronic
properties and tune the bandgap of graphene bilayers. The
methodology presented herein will provide a method to control
the electronic structure of bilayer graphene.

4c,d, for AB-stacking graphene, the 4-NBD-treated graphene
shows a peak with ﬁve individual Lorentzian components
(2620, 2650, 2664, 2678, and 2694 cm−1), in contrast to two
Lorentzian components (2651, 2641 cm−1) for pristine tBLG.
For tBLG (Figure 4d), in contrast, both the pristine and 4NBD-treated graphene can be ﬁtted only by a single Lorentzian
peak (with a fwhm ∼22 cm−1 before reaction and ∼26 cm−1
after reaction), indicating that tBLG is more inclined to
function as single-layer graphene in the reaction, similar to the
previous observation of a higher D-band intensity for tBLG
than that of AB-stacking graphene. Details of the deconvoluted
peaks are included in Figure S10 of the Supporting
Information. One needs to be careful when interpreting the
2D band, as this is signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the induced strain
during sample processing and transfer.27 Here, we focused our
study mostly on the ratio of the D- to G-band intensity, which
is less aﬀected by the eﬀect of strain.6,8
To closely observe D-band intensity diﬀerences for these two
modes, Raman mapping measurement was performed before
and after chemical modiﬁcation with 4-NBD. Figure 5a shows
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Figure 5. Raman mapping for the two stacking modes before and after
reaction. (a) G-band mapping before reaction. AB-stacking and tBLG
are identiﬁed (dashed white lines). (b) 2D-band Raman mapping
before reaction. (c, d) D-band mapping before (c) and after (d) 1.5 h
reaction. The four mapping images were taken from the same area on
a graphene sheet.
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